
CASE STUDY

One Leisure
St Neots

ESG undertook this 

project in an extremely 

professional and 

organised manner which 

resulted in no disruption 

to service. Customers 

and staff have all 

benefitted from the 

improved quality of air 

within the building.

Pete Corley
One Leisure Quality, Facilities 

and Safety Manager

One Leisure St Neots Swimming Pool

The centre is one of five owned and managed by Huntingdonshire 

District Council and has a 25m main pool and a 20m learner pool.

ESG were awarded the contract to design, manufacture and install a new pool hall 

ventilation system to replace the existing system which had reached the end of its 

useful life and was no longer economically viable.

The ESG system specified for the project included our three part energy saving 

techniques, variable rate ventilation, variable fresh air and plate heat exchanger which 

were designed and configured to meet the criteria for Salix funding.

The installation, which finished ahead of schedule, included the installation of the new 

Air Handling Unit with a complete controls package and modifications to the pool hall 

ventilation ductwork within the plant area to suit the new AHU.

The project was designed and manufactured in house and the installation was carried 

out by our experienced site installation team.



For better pool ventilation

Get the air distribution right

Supply air must be delivered over the whole area of the 
pool and its surrounds and then be drawn from over 
the pool at low level to remove by-products of pool 
water dosing.

Calculate the correct ventilation rate

This is not only to provide 10 l/s per square metre 
of pool and wetted area, but also for water features, 
non standard air and water temperatures, but also for 
adequate air changes.

Provide temporary ventilation

Except in the coldest conditions, this is both practical 
and economical.

Build a unit that fits whatever the problem

ESG builds its own air handling units and this makes 
it possible to design the air handling unit to fit the 
customer’s limited space. This occurs in the majority 
of installations.

Include all the services needed

Most importantly in the design of the air handling unit, 
ductwork, pipework, control panel and digital systems, 
but also to provide for scaffolding and builders work.

Comprehensive maintenance

This is the key to long term best performance for our 
customers ventilation systems and we have provided 
this for over thirty years.
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ESG – The Leading Pool Ventilation Specialist 

ESG designs and builds pool ventilation systems, 

completing over 200 in the last 13 years.

 

Please contact us at the earliest or any stage of 

planning for pool ventilation.


